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Abstract
One method to overcome the notorious problem of time in the quan-
tisation of gravity is the identification of a physically preferred time pa-
rameter, a promising candidate being so-called ‘York time’. The dynamical
equations for matter and spatial geometry in York time may be obtained via
Hamiltonian reduction, that is, by solving the Hamiltonian constraint for the
physical, non-vanishing Hamiltonian density identified as the variable con-
jugate to the chosen time parameter. Yet in general this equation cannot be
solved algebraically. Here we show how in a cosmological scenario, where
one may treat geometric and matter inhomogeneities as small perturbations,
one is able to obtain the physical Hamiltonian density by solving the con-
straint equation perturbatively. By construction the Hamiltonian density is
quadratic in the perturbation variables, which makes it easily quantisable, al-
though subtleties arise due to the non-canonical form of the Poisson brackets
and the time-dependent coefficients. The latter are determined by the evolu-
tion of the background variables.
∗proser@clemson.edu
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1 Introduction
The elusiveness of a complete theory of quantum gravity is at least in part due to
the difficulty of performing a naı¨ve quantisation of general relativity in the manner
analogous to other gauge theories. This difficulty is referred to as ‘the problem of
time’ and has multiple facets [1, 2], perhaps the most prominent of which is the
‘frozen’ dynamics one obtains when imposing the ADM Hamiltonian constraint
[3] on the quantum level [4, 5, 6]. The problems arise, roughly speaking, due
to the arbitrariness of the space-time foliation chosen for quantisation and the
frozen dynamics in particular follows from the reparameterisation invariance of
the classical theory even once the foliation is fixed.
A substantial literature has been dedicated to a large variety of ideas aimed at
overcoming this problem. One proposal is to break the refoliation and reparam-
eterisation invariance of the theory at the classical level by selecting a physically
preferred time parameter. Associated with this time parameter one would have
a Hamiltonian, which unlike the Hamiltonian in the reparameterisation-invariant
theory, is non-vanishing and therefore does not lead to a frozen dynamics. How-
ever, while this idea may in principle be straightforward, it requires one to first
identify this physically preferred time parameter in the classical theory. The pa-
rameter is presumably to be chosen from among the physical variables in the
classical theory and as such may be extrinsic, that is derived from the gravita-
tional/geometric degrees of freedom including the extrinsic curvature, intrinsic,
that is chosen from among the gravitational/geometric 3-quantities alone, or ex-
tracted from the matter content of one’s theory (see e.g. [7, 8] for an example of
the latter).
One proposal of interest is the identification of the scalar extrinsic curvature of
a spatial slice as the time parameter. The primary reason for this choice is the role
of the extrinsic curvature in York’s solution to the initial-value problem of general
relativity [9, 10] and the parameter (after a convenient rescaling by a constant)
is therefore called ‘York time’, defined as T = 2pi
3
√
g
, where pi = gabpi
ab is the
trace of the gravitational momentum piab and g = det(gab) is the spatial 3-metric
determinant. We use units such that c = 1. More intuitively, York time is given
by the local rate of fractional spatial constraction. York showed [9, 11, 12] that a
complete set of Cauchy data may be given on a slice of constant extrinsic curvature
by first specifying gab and pi
ab such that they satisfy the momentum constraints,
and then rescaling them by a local conformal factor such that the Hamiltonian
constraint is satisfied. The scale chosen initially is thereby irrelevant for the final
result, strongly suggesting that the physical degrees of freedom are the scale-free
parts of the metric and its associated momentum. In other words, the initial-value
problem is solved on slices of constant York time T , and T and its conjugate
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momentum PT are thereby shown to be not among the natural physical variables.
In recent years the the initial-value problem together with advances in rela-
tional theories [13, 14, 15] have led to the theory of shape dynamics ([16, 17, 18]
and references in [18]), an alternative theory of gravity where the refoliation sym-
metry of general relativity is traded for a local conformal symmetry. The emerging
time parameter in this theory is York time rescaled to be dimensionless by taking
its ratio with an arbitrary reference time. Shape dynamics and general relativity
are equivalent for space-times that allow a globally hyperbolic foliation but may
differ in their predictions if no such foliation exists, for example, in the presence
of black hole singularities [19, 20]. The existence of shape dynamics and its re-
lationship with York time is another reason to explore the latter, although in this
paper we will be concerned with a reduced-Hamiltonian theory derived directly
from general relativity and not shape dynamics.
A reason from quantum theory, in particular hidden-variable approaches, to
consider York time as physically preferred is discussed in [21]. Some proper-
ties of constant-mean-curvature foliations which are advantageous to ascribing it
physical significance are found in [22].
Having chosen a physical time parameter T one can obtain an associated
Hamiltonian density H by solving the Hamiltonian constraint for the momen-
tum PT conjugate to T in terms of the other dynamical variables and then defining
H ≡ −PT . This process is referred to as Hamiltonian reduction and the dynamical
variables ‘left over’ after a time parameter and associated momentum have been
extracted are called the reduced variables. We performed a Hamiltonian reduction
for the Friedmann universe together with a scalar field and discussed properties of
the resulting quantum theory in [23]. Furthermore, depending on the choice of T
the reduced variables may be non-canonical as evident from their Poisson struc-
ture. This is the case for York time as we will discuss in more detail in section
2. We explored some of the implication of this Poisson structure, in particular for
quantisation, via an anisotropic minisuperspace model in [24].
However, solving the Hamiltonian constraint analytically is not possible in
general [10]. In this paper we instead aim to solve the constraint perturbatively
and derive a classical and quantum cosmological perturbation theory with York
time as the physical time parameter. It is noteworthy that, while on the classical
level the choice of time parameter may be seen as purely aesthetic — that is,
any such reduced-Hamiltonian theory will agree with the predictions of general
relativity — this is not necessarily so on the quantum level. This is because time
is not treated as a dynamical variable during quantisation. Distinct choices of time
parameter imply distinct sets of reduced variables and the resulting quantisation
of different sets of variables may, in general, lead to different phenomenologies.
We leave the details of these phenomenological differences to future work. Here
we merely wish to emphasise that the choice of physical time parameter is not
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merely a choice of ‘coordinates’.
2 Principles of perturbation theory in York time
Solving the Hamiltonian constraint perturbatively does, of course, limit the appli-
cability of the reduced-Hamiltonian theory to perturbative regimes. Fortunately
we know that the observed universe is well described in terms of a homogeneous
isotropic ‘background’ together with perturbations described by linearised field
equations. While the reduced Hamiltonian at which we arrive is therefore not
fundamental and the quantised theory does not constitute a fundamental theory of
quantum gravity, the theory is nonetheless applicable to the observed universe.
The method we employ here in order to derive the cosmological York-time
perturbation theory is as follows. One first splits the geometric and matter vari-
ables and momenta appearing in the Hamiltonian constraint into homogeneous
isotropic background variables, and perturbations. For matter content we choose
a set of scalar fields φa for simplicity. One can then solve the Hamiltonian con-
straint to zeroth order and derive a Hamiltonian for the background dynamics,
essentially the result found in [23]. The zeroth-order equations of motion may
then be solved and one substitutes their solutions as functions of York time back
into the Hamiltonian constraint, which one can then solve to second order in the
perturbation variables in order to arrive at a reduced Hamiltonian that is second
order in the perturbation variables. Note that first-order quantities in general van-
ish if the background equations of motion are satisfied, so that the Hamiltonian
describing the perturbations is second order only and therefore gives linear equa-
tions of motion.
In general the reduced variables for York time are given by [10]
g˜ab = g
− 1
3 gab, p˜i
ab = g
1
3
(
piab − 1
3
pigab
)
(1)
and their Poisson brackets are
{g˜ab(~x), p˜icd(~y)} =
(
δ(ca δ
d)
b − 13 g˜abg˜cd
)
δ3(~x− ~y), (2)
{p˜iab(~x), p˜icd(~y)} = 1
3
(
g˜cdp˜iab − g˜abp˜icd
)
δ3(~x− ~y). (3)
Other Poisson brackets vanish. The non-canonicity is apparent from the exis-
tence of the second term in the parentheses in 2 and the fact that the right-hand
side of 3 is non-vanishing. The fact that the variables are not canonical does not
hinder quantisation, as illustrated in [24]. However, the fact that the momentum-
momentum bracket does not vanish implies that the quantum theory cannot pos-
sess a momentum but only a position representation.
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Before we can write down the perturbative expansion of the dynamical vari-
ables and the resulting Poisson structure explicitly, we must briefly discuss the
question of gauge choice. The issue is well known from conventional cosmologi-
cal perturbation theory [25, 26]: writing down some perturbative expansion of the
3-metric and matter fields does not by itself separate truly physical perturbations
from apparent perturbations due to the choice of coordinate system. Furthermore,
small adjustments in the coordinate system (the ‘gauge choice’) allow one to move
the physical content of the perturbation expansion between the different variables.
Ultimately one is interested in the two physical degrees of freedom, manifest in
gauge-independent quantities such as the Bardeen variables [27].
When performing perturbation theory with York time the situation is similar,
although the gauge freedom is limited to 3-diffeomorphisms on the spatial slice
since the foliation itself is fixed. To see this, one may begin with a York slicing at
zeroth order only. In the case of a homogeneous isotropic backgroumd this folia-
tion is exactly that of the standard Friedmann description, although the slices are
differently parameterised, and one has the full gauge freedom of standard cosmo-
logical perturbation theory available. There is no bar to developing perturbation
theory in this framework. However, if York time is physically preferred we ought
to also impose the slicing at the level of the perturbations. This imposes a partial
gauge choice, which we will refer to as the ‘York gauge’. From the definition of
York time and its conjugate momentum one can verify that these condition effec-
tively are that the change in det(gab) and in pi ≡ Tr(piab) are zero, or equivalently
that the linear change in the metric, δgab, and in the momentum, δpi
ab, are both
traceless at first order. With the slicing fixed to the York gauge, one is only left
with transformations of the metric and associated geometric momentum pertur-
bation due to 3-diffeomorphisms in the surface. Conveniently the York gauge is
not only the correct gauge to use from a physical standpoint, but also provides
significant algebraic simplification of various terms in the perturbation expansion
of the Hamiltonian constraint.
Working in the York gauge from the beginning, we perturbatively expand the
reduced variables g˜ab, p˜i
ab only rather than the original canonical variables gab,
piab, and the variables describing the scalar field. Throughout this paper we de-
note zeroth-order (background) terms by an overbar. We define the perturbation
variables hab(x), ν
ab(x) in terms of the reduced variables (eq. 1) as
g˜ab ≡ γab + hab, , (4)
p˜iab ≡ ˜¯piab + νab = νab, (5)
where γab is the scale-free metric of the background (in the case of a flat universe
this is just the identity) and the last equality holds because the scale-free part of
the background does not evolve, so its conjugate momentum ˜¯piab vanishes. That
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is, the reduced momentum is perturbation only. The associated Poisson brackets
to first order are
{hab(x), νcd(y)} =
[
δ(ca δ
d)
b − 13γabγcd + 13γcdhab
− 1
3
γabh
cd + h.o.
]
δ3(x− y), (6)
{νab(x), νcd(y)} = 1
3
[
γcdνab − γabνcd
]
δ3(x− y). (7)
Indices of hab and ν
ab are raised and lowered by γbc and γbc respectively. These
equations are derived from 2, 3 and we used the fact that the expansion of the
inverse metric is (to first order) g˜ab = γab − hab, with the scale-free inverse back-
ground metric γab defined via δca = γabγ
bc.
By construction the physical Hamiltonian obtained in the reduction is quad-
ratic because the perturbation expansion is to second order, although the terms
contain time-depedent coefficients determined by the solution of the background
dynamics. Note that both background and perturbations will be quantised. In
order to obtain trajectories for the background dynamics, that is, functions of
time which will constitute the coefficients of the perturbation terms, we employ
the de Broglie-Bohm pilot-wave formulation of quantum mechanics [28, 29, 30],
where such trajectories are part of the fundamental ontology. De Broglie-Bohm
trajectories have previously been used as a mathematical tool in cosmological
perturbation theory in [31, 32], although with conventional cosmological time
rather than York time. The fact that the Hamiltonian is a sum of quadratic terms
means that the quantisation procedure is straightforward once a representation
of the commutator algebra derived from the non-canonical Poisson structure is
found. The time-dependent coefficients do however make finding solutions to the
quantum dynamics more difficult.
We stated above that in general the reduced variables do not allow for a mo-
mentum representation due to the non-vanishing of the right-hand side of eq. 3,
since such a representation in the quantum theory would require that for a mo-
mentum wave-functional Ψ˜ one has
pˆiabpˆicdΨ˜[piij(x)] = piabpicdΨ˜[piij(x)] = picdpiabΨ˜[piij(x)] = pˆicdpˆiabΨ˜[piij(x)], (8)
which contradicts the commutator bracket obtained from the quantised form of
eq. 3. This holds also true for the perturbative form 7, although here we note
that the right-hand side vanishes at zeroth order. This implies that one can find an
‘approximate’ momentum representation. Note on the other hand that the leading-
order contribution to the non-canonical part of eq. 6 is −1
3
γabγ
cd, which is zeroth
order.
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The fact that the quantum theory has a preferred basis, the position representa-
tion, may be taken to provide hints for foundational questions in quantum theory.
For example, formulations in which the position representation has a special sta-
tus, such as the de Broglie-Bohm formulation employed below, do not have to
explain why the position representation should be taken as fundamental. How-
ever, these questions do not concern us for the purposes of this paper.
3 TheHamiltonian constraint equation in York-time
perturbation theory
As outlined above, we begin with the ADM action [3] for general relativity mini-
mally coupled to a set of scalar fields φA with momenta pφA ,
S =
∫
dt d3x
[
g˙abpi
ab + φ˙ApφA −NiH i −NH
]
, (9)
where
H = −
√
g
2κ
R +
2κ√
g
(gacgbd − 12gabgcd)piabpicd
+
1
2
√
g
p2φ +
√
g
2
gabφA,aφA,b +
√
gV (φ), (10)
H a = −2∇bpiab + pφAgab∂bφA (11)
constitute the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints respectively. Summation
over repeated field indices (A, etc.) is assumed. Here R is the scalar 3-curvature,
2κ = 16piG, p2φ =
∑
A pφA
2 and V (φ) is a currently arbitrary potential of the
scalar fields φ = {φ1, φ2, . . . }. We suppress the spatial and temporal arguments
of the field quantities where they are unambiguous in order to avoid notational
clutter.
The goal is to solve the Hamiltonian constraint, H = 0, for PT = −√g,
the momentum conjugate to the York time parameter T ≡ 2pi
3
√
g
. One there-
fore performs the change of variables {gab, piab} → {g˜ab, p˜iab, T, PT} [10]. In
the perturbative case considered here we instead make the change {gab, piab} →
{hab, νab, T, PT} with hab and νab defined by eqs. 4 and 5 respectively. The fields
are expanded as
φA = φ¯A + δφA, pφA = p¯φA + δpφA . (12)
We keep terms up to second order in the geometric and matter perturbation vari-
ables. While not difficult, this leads to some lengthy expressions.
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The scaling of the matter terms in 10 is straightforward since their only scale-
dependence is in the prefactor g
1
2 ∼ PT or g−
1
2 ∼ P−1T . The curvature terms
obtained in the expansion of R are homogeneous in their scale dependence, R ∼
g−
1
3 ∼ P−
2
3
T and only the momentum terms are inhomogeneous in their T, PT -
dependence. The latter fact follows from the expression obtained when writing
piab in terms of p˜iab,
piab = g−
1
3 p˜iab + 1
3
pig−
1
3 g˜ab
= H− 23νab + 1
3
(
3
2
TH) · H− 23 (γab − γacγbdhcd + γacγdeγfbhcdhef) , (13)
the last equality holding to second order. With the further identification of the
physical Hamiltonian density H ≡ −PT , the Hamiltonian constraint equation
becomes the equation determiningH,
0 = H
(
− 3
8
· 2κT 2 + [‘V ’]
)
+H 13
(
[‘R’] + [‘∇φ’]
)
+ 2κThabν
ab
+H−1
(
2κγacγbdν
abνcd + [‘pφ’]
)
, (14)
where we have introduced the shorthand [‘X’] to denote the terms in the perturba-
tive expansion after factoring out the scale dependence which are derived from the
term containing X in the Hamiltonian constraint 10. With the York gauge applied
these are given by
[‘R’] = − 1
2κ
˜¯R− 1
2κ
δ˜R
(1) − 1
2κ
δ˜R
(2)
(15)
[‘pφ’] = 12 p¯
2
φ + p¯φAδpφA + δp
2
φ. (16)
[‘∇φ’] = 1
2
γijδφA,iδφA,j (17)
[‘V ’] = V (φ¯) + δφA
∂V
∂φA
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
+ 1
2
δφAδφB
∂2V
∂φA∂φB
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
. (18)
The algebraic details of the expansion as well as the form of the first and second-
order curvature-perturbation terms δ˜R
(1)
, δ˜R
(2)
, see appendix A. Throughout this
paper we use superscripts ‘(n)’ to denote the nth-order contribution to the pre-
ceeding quantity. At this point we have retained the first-order terms, although
these will cancel when the background equations of motion are satisfied. This
is a general result following from the fact that the equations are derivable via an
extremisation principle.
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4 Hamiltonian reduction and the equations of mo-
tion
After multiplication by H eq. 14 is a sextic equation in H 13 , which in general
cannot be solved analytically. As previously anticipated, the procedure now is to
first solve this equation at zeroth order and use the solution as the basis for solving
it up to second order perturbatively. At each order only a new linear equation has
to be solved. Since the background is homogeneous the zeroth-order terms have
no spatial dependence and the equation is a simple polynomial,
0 =
(
− 3
8
· 2κT 2 + V (φ¯)
)
H(0)2 − 1
2κ
˜¯RH(0) 43 + 1
2
p2φ. (19)
Since the H0 term in 14 was second order only, the zeroth-order equation does
not have a corresponding term and therefore after multiplication byH−2 takes the
form of a depressed cubic in u ≡ H(0)− 23 , which has solutions
u = (A+
√
A2 − C3) 13 + (A+
√
A2 − C3) 13 , (20)
with
A =
1
p2φ
(
3
8
· 2κT 2 − V (φ¯)) , C = 1
6p2φ
1
2κ
˜¯R. (21)
For the purposes of our model we now make the assumption that the universe is
flat at zeroth order. This choice is motivated by two facts: First, the algebra in what
follows is significantly less convoluted, even at the level of the background. Sec-
ond, observation suggests that the universe is flat on sufficiently large scales within
experimental uncertainty, giving for example (WMAP, [33]) Ωk = −0.011±0.012
or −0.014± 0.017 depending on the exact choice of data and dark-energy model,
so the choice is empirically plausible. Having chosen the global geometry of the
background we can also fix the background frame of reference, making the obvi-
ous (inertial) choice γab = diag(1, 1, 1). However, for the most part we will retain
reference to γab explicitly.
With the assumption of flatness one has ˜¯R = 0 and the background equation
19 is trivially solved,
H(0) = ±
[
1
2
p¯2φ
3
8
· 2κT 2 − V (φ¯)
] 1
2
. (22)
The ambiguous sign has no physical effect. A change in the choice of the sign in
22 leads to the same set of physical trajectories with the exception that the sign of
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corresponding momenta are swapped. That is, the set of solutions of the dynami-
cal equations obtained from the Hamiltonian density H in 22 with a positive sign
is related to the set of solutions ofH with a negative sign via a reflection in phase
space. The physical interpretation of the numeric value of the Hamiltonian is that
of volume (since H = √g, see [23]), which suggests that H ≥ 0 is the more
physically meaningful choice, and indeed we will adopt this convention here.
For a single scalar field, the dynamics of this spatially constant Hamiltonian
density was discussed in [23] (though note the minor correction provided in [34]),
where integration over a comoving normalisation volume was assumed. The de-
tails depend on the choice of V (φ). Note that there are no remaining geometric
degrees of freedom at the background level since the scale variable g and its con-
jugate momentum pi have been eliminated in favour of T and PT = −H. In the
case of a set of free fields the momenta pφA are constant and the fields simply
evolve according to the Hamiltonian density 22 for V = 0, leading to
φ′A =
pφA√
3
4
· 2κ · p2φT 2
, (23)
so that, for an expanding universe (T < 0),
φA(T ) =
pφA√
3
4
· 2κ · p2φ
ln |T |. (24)
The volume of the universe is the numerical value of the background Hamiltonian
density obtained by substituting the solution back into expression 22, up to a con-
stant determined by the coordinate volume chosen for normalisation in the case of
a flat universe as discussed above (the volume is well-defined without normalisa-
tion for a closed universe, though here the Hamiltonian takes a more complicated
form).
For general V (φ) one obtains solutions (φA(T ), pφA(T )) by an appropriate
method of solving Hamilton’s equation for the Hamiltonian obtained after in-
tegrating H(0) over a (comoving) normalisation volume. Assuming Hamilton’s
equations for the background to be satisfied one can show that the first-order terms
in eq. 19 (note that these are matter terms only) cancel out.
With H(0) found, one can substitute the result back into eq. 14 and proceed to
first order. This is trivially [H 13 ](1) = 0 since there are no first-order terms. The
second order equation may be solved to yield the [H 13 ](2) from which one then
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obtains the second-order contribution to the Hamiltonian density,
H(2) = F (T ) ·
[
2κγikγjlν
ijνkl +H(0) · 2κThijνij
−H(0) 43 · 1
2κ
δ˜R
(2)
(hab) +
1
2
δp2φ −H(0)
4
3 · 1
2
γijδφA,iδφA,j
+H(0)2 · 1
2
δφAδφB
∂2V
∂φA∂φB
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
]
(25)
where
F (T ) ≡ H(0)−1 · [3
4
· 2κT 2 − 2V (φ¯)]−1 = [2(3
8
· 2κT 2 − V (φ¯))p¯2φA
]− 1
2 . (26)
The details of this procedure are spelled out in appendix B. The Hamiltonian de-
termining the perturbative dynamics is
Hpert =
∫
V
dvol H(x), (27)
where V is the chosen normalisation coordinate volume. (Hence a change in the
choice of coordinates on the slice at this stage would imply a change in the limits,
leaving value of the Hamiltonian overall unchanged. However, having chosen
some coordinates initially one now has that dvol= 1 ·d3x since the notion of scale
has been extracted during the Hamiltonian reduction.)
From this one can obtain the equations of motion,
∂hab
∂T
= {hab(x), Hpert}
= F (T )
[
2 · 2κνab +H(0) · 2κThab
]
, (28)
∂νab
∂T
= {νab(x), Hpert}
= F (T )
[
−H(0) · 2κTνab
− 2H(0) 43 · 1
2κ
(
δ(ab)(cd) − 1
3
γabγcd
)
γijhic,jd
]
(29)
where δ(ab)(cd) ≡ δ(amδb)n γmcγnd. The term in the last line is derived from the
perturbation of the scale-free curvature, ∂δ˜R
(2)
/∂hij , and is discussed in appendix
C.
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It is worth noting that, since the Hamiltonian density contains only second-
order terms, only zeroth-order contributions to the Poisson brackets 6, 7 contribute
to first-order terms in equations 28, 29. That is, the momentum-momentum Pois-
son bracket 7 is effectively canonical, while the position-momentum bracket re-
mains non-canonical due to the ‘−1
3
γabγ
cd term. In other words, for the purposes
of first-order perturbation theory the relevant Poisson structure is determined by
the background only.
It is easy to confirm using eqs. 28,29 that the tracelessness of hab and ν
ab is
indeed conserved as contraction of eqs. 28 and 29 with γab and γab respectively
reveals. Therefore the constraints γabhab = 0 and γabν
ab = 0 are first class.
The equations for the scalar fields are
∂δφA
∂T
(x) = {δφA(x), Hpert} = F (T ) · δpφA(x) (30)
∂δpφA
∂T
(x) = {δpφA(x), Hpert}
= −F (T )
[
H(0) 43
∫
d3y γij∂i
(
δ3(x− y)∂jδφA(y)
)
+H(0)2 ∂
2V
∂φA∂φC
δφC(x)
]
(31)
It is a noteworthy feature that these equations have decoupled from the geometric
degrees of freedom. This is a particular feature of the York gauge since matter-
field perturbations would otherwise couple with perturbations in the local scale,
that is, the metric determinant. Appendix A discusses what the matter-geometry
mixed terms are and how the are eliminated by the York gauge. This result does
not generalise to any form of matter, however. In particular, tensor fields coupling
to the metric would lead to mixed terms not eliminated by the choice of gauge and
therefore a geometric-matter interaction even at the linear level.
By construction equations 28 and 29 (as well as 30 and 31) are linear and
therefore may be Fourier analysed. The behaviour of the solutions strongly de-
pends on that of the time-dependent factors F (T ) and H(T ), which is in turn
dependent on the choice of potential V (φ). For an analysis of the behaviour of the
background, in particular at late times T → 0− and for candidates of inflationary
potentials, see [34]. If we consider a free field, explicit functions of time for F (T )
and H(0)(T ) can easily be written down since pφA(T ) = pφA(T0) is constant and
fixed by the boundary conditions at some time T0:
F (T ) =
(
3
4
· 2κ)− 12 |T |−1, (32)
H(0)(T ) =
√
p2φ(T0)/(
3
4
· 2κ)|T |−1 =
√
p2φ(T0) · F (T ). (33)
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For the Fourier analysis we first expand the perturbation variables,
hab(x) =
∫
d3k ξ(k)abe
ik·x, νab(x) =
∫
d3k µab(k)eik·x. (34)
Eq. 28 defines the relationship between h′ab and the momenta ν
cd and, after acting
with
∫
d3x e−il·x on both sides, yields
ξ′ab(k) = F (T ) · 2κ
[
2γacγbdµ
cd(k) +H(0)Tξab(k)
]
(35)
and is independent of the chosen mode. Eq. 29 contains the actual dynamics and
leads to k-dependent terms,
µab′(k) = F (T )
[
−H(0) · 2κTµab(k)
+ 2H(0) 43 (2κ)−1
(
δ(ab)(cd) − 1
3
γabγcd
)
γijξickjkd
]
, (36)
Here one can see that for long momentum-space ‘wavelengths’ (small k), the
first term dominates (although exactly how small k has to be for the first term
to dominate depends on the relative sizes of T and H(0) 13 , that is, the ratio of
York time and the linear size of the universe) and the fractional change of each
‘momentum mode’ µab(k) is given by H(0)T . Since T < 0 for an expanding
universe, and since both F (T ) and H(0) are positive, the fractional growth of µab
is positive. For a theory with free fields, F (T ) ∼ −T−1 and µab just grows
with the volume of the universe. On the other hand, for large k the second term
dominates and the momentum mode is dynamical.
5 Quantisation
Quantisation is the procedure of constructing a new ‘quantum’ theory based on
the features of the classical theory, which in turn should form some appropriate
limit of the newly constructed quantum theory. However, the general recipe for
this construction applies to classical theories with canonical Poisson brackets, a
feature the classical cosmological dynamics developed above lacks. In [24] we
explored the implications of analogous Poisson brackets related to a minisuper-
space model for quantisation. The quantisation of general (non-canonical) Pois-
son brackets is discussed, for example, in [35].
The primary physical object in a quantum theory is the quantum state, which
is represented as a complex function (or functional) defined on the configura-
tion space of the variables of the classical theory and on which operators derived
from the classical variables and momenta act, and which evolves according to the
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Schro¨dinger equation defined by the operator-promoted Hamiltonian. In general
the state may also be expressed as a function of other variables, such as the mo-
menta. This is not the case here, as we discussed in section 2, since the classical
momenta do not Poisson commute among themselves, a feature they retain when
‘promoted’ to commutator brackets between operators (eq. 8). Instead due to the
asymmetric nature of the g˜ab and p˜i
ab only a ‘position’ (that is, field-value) repre-
sentation can be constructed. If sufficient evidence were found to lend credence
to York time as a physically fundamental time, then this asymmetry may be taken
to suggest that position is a physically preferred basis, although the conceptual
implications do not concern us here.
In generality, promoting eqs. 2, 3 to commutator brackets with dimension-
ally appropriate factors of i~, and the variables g˜ab and p˜iab to operators ˆ˜gab, ˆ˜piab
respectively leads to the non-canonical operator commutation equations,
[ˆ˜gab(~x), ˆ˜pi
cd(~y)] = i~
(
δ(ca δ
d)
b − 13 ˆ˜gab ˆ˜gcd
)
δ3(~x− ~y), (37)
[ˆ˜piab(~x), ˆ˜picd(~y)] =
i~
3
(
ˆ˜gcd ˆ˜piab − ˆ˜gab ˆ˜picd
)
δ3(~x− ~y). (38)
In principle eq. 38 has a factor-ordering ambiguity. However, as long as both ‘ˆ˜g-ˆ˜pi’
terms are ordered the same way, the ordering is irrelevant since they can be shown
to cancel out using eq. 37. The inverse-metric operator ˆ˜gab is to be interpreted
such that ˆ˜gab ˆ˜gbc = δ
a
c , just like their classical counterparts.
In the position representation the state is given in the form of a functional
Ψ(g˜ij) on the configuration space given by all possible configurations g˜ij(x) (here
we suppress the dependence of Ψ on the matter variables), which is conformal
superspace because of the constraint that the reduced scale det(g˜ij) = 1. The
role of the constraint in the quantum theory will be discussed in due course. The
defining feature of the position representation is the action of the position operator,
ˆ˜gabΨ(g˜ij) = g˜abΨ(g˜ij). (39)
The commutation equations 37, 38 are then satisfied if the action of the momen-
tum operator ˆ˜piab on Ψ(g˜ij) is
ˆ˜piabΨ(g˜ij) = −i~
(
δabcd − 13 g˜abg˜ij
) δ
δg˜ij
. (40)
Since the matter variables are canonical and furthermore commute with the ge-
ometric variables, their representation is not restricted to a particular basis. While
one could imagine ‘mixed’ bases such that Ψ = Ψ(g˜ab, pφA), here we assume
the full position basis where Ψ = Ψ(g˜ab, φA), although since our focus in on the
geometric degrees of freedom, this is not important for our discussion here.
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From this general framework one obtains the representation of the perturba-
tion operator-promoted variables hˆab and νˆ
ab for a wave functional in the position
basis,
hˆabΨ(hij) = habΨ(hij) (41)
νˆabΨ(hij) = −i~
(
δabcd − 13(γab − γamhmnγnd)(γcd + hcd)
) δ
δhcd
Ψ(hij)
= −i~(δabcd − 13γabγcd − 13γabhcd + 13habγcd + h.o.) δδhcdΨ(hij). (42)
The quantum dynamics is determined by the operator form of the Hamilto-
nian given by 25-27. However, the Hamiltonian involves explicit functions of
time obtained from solutions of the classical dynamics of the background. For
the purposes of the quantum theory one could choose to adopt the same form,
contending with quantised perturbations on a classical background. Here we are
interested in a cosmological theory that is fully quantum and we therefore also
quantise the background. Standard quantum mechanics does not, however, pro-
vide solutions that could be substituted for the classical ones since there are no
trajectories in configuration space, as the object of interest is the state or wave-
function. This conundrum may be resolved by employing the trajectories obtained
in de Broglie-Bohm (or ‘Pilot-Wave’) theory [28, 29, 30]. De Broglie-Bohm tra-
jectories have previously been employed in cosmological perturbation theory [e.g.
36, 37]. While non-equilibrium de Broglie-Bohm theory when applied to cos-
mological applications may lead to a distinct phenomenology [38, 39, 40, 41] it
agrees perfectly in its statistical predicitons with standard quantum mechanics in
its equilibrium form and can therefore be employed as a mathematical tool even
if one is unwilling to make any form of ontological commitment. The fact that
de Broglie-Bohm regards the position basis as privileged is furthermore consis-
tent with its special status in the present formalism.
We fully solved the background dynamics for a single scalar field in [23],
where we found that the quantum trajectories do, in fact, match the classical ones.
Furthermore, the Hamiltonian expectation values — physically the volume of the
universe up to a constant, analogous to the notion of energy in quantum mechanics
of more conventional systems — also match the evolution of the classical volume.
A similar quantum-classical correspondence was established using de Broglie-
Bohm for other appropriate matter content with standard cosmological time and
outside the reduced-Hamiltonian picture in [42]. While such results are encour-
aging, the equality of classical and quantum trajectories is not necessary for the
method described here to be applied. However, the fact that the two do match for
certain scenarios may explain why quantising only the perturbations and leaving
the background classical, as is often done, is empirically successful. For the case
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of a free field we found φ(T ) ∼ ln |T | and 〈Ψ | HˆBG |Ψ〉 ∼ |T |−1 with the factors
of proportionality depending on the chosen initial state [23].
Having solved the background one has explicit functions of time φ¯A(T ) and
p¯φA(T ), and the quantum analogue of H(0)(T ) is given by the expectation value
of the background Hamiltonian. This fully defines the perturbation Hamiltonian
in the quantum theory.
The dynamics is further defined by the presence of the constraints implied by
the York gauge, that is, the choice of gauge such that the foliation is parameterised
by York time exactly rather than merely at zeroth order. Classically this condition
implied that hab and ν
ab are traceless, which according to the Dirac quantisation
procedure leads to constraints on the set of physical states Ψphys,
γabhˆabΨphys = 0 (43)
γabνˆ
abΨphys = 0. (44)
In the position representation the first of these implies that Ψphys must vanish off
the classical constraint surface defined by hij = 0, reducing the dimensionality of
the physical configuration space by one per spatial point.1 From the linearity of
the Schro¨dinger equation it follows that the vanishing of Ψphys off the surface is
consistent with its time evolution.
The physical wave functional is therefore necessarily discontinuous in the full
(unconstrained) configuration space. This is nonetheless not in conflict with the
action of the momenta νˆab as derivatives since they act tangent to the constraint
surface, just as their classical generator counterparts. In [24] we discussed this
feature in some detail with an appropriate change of variables for a minisuper-
space model.
The momentum-trace constraint 44 does not restrict the set of possible physi-
cal states any further since it is identically satisfied by the choice of representation
of ˆ˜piab even in the general case 40.
The momentum operator is Hermitian only when considered to zeroth order
(meaning the first two terms in 42), where its form is fully determined by the
background. At this order a momentum representation exists, although note that
the representation of the momentum in the position basis is still not the canonical
one. The classical analogue is that the Poisson brackets only contribute to the
linear perturbation equations at zeroth order as discussed above. The Hamiltonian
may be made Hermitian by choosing the symmetric ordering for the mixed term,
F (T )H(0) · 2κT · 1
2
(hˆij νˆ
ij + νˆijhˆij). (45)
1The true number of physical degrees of freedom is, of course, further reduced by the 3-
conformal-diffeomorphism invariance.
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The reason hermiticity cannot be established at all orders is in part that in the
derivation of the Hamiltonian it was assumed that the perturbation variables hab
and νab are sufficiently small for a second-order Hamiltonian to adequately de-
scribe the dynamics. The statement that the momentum or Hamiltonian operators
be Hermitian however is, algebraically speaking, a claim involving the functional
integral over all allowed functions hij , including those where individual compo-
nents may be large. Therefore one would have to apply finite (and adequately
small) limits to the functional integral, or use an appropriate attenuation func-
tional, representing the notion that physical wavefunctionals must become small
for functions hij(x) with large upper bounds. However, even then one can at
best hope to establish Hermiticity approximately. This issue does not depend on
whether or not one restricts the functional integration to the constraint surface,
whereas in the non-perturbative finite-dimensional model developed in [24] her-
miticity can be established if one does make that restriction.
In practice one might ignore these issues and consider expression 42 to leading
order only, so that the Hamiltonian is Hermitian and a well-defined probability
current exists. One consequence of this is however that the geometric momentum
operator νˆab is therefore only a quantum observable at leading order. At this order,
however, the quantum theory is well defined.
6 Conclusion
General relativity itself does not have a physically privileged time parameter.
However, there may be reasons to consider the possibility that an underlying such
parameter exists and that it is merely hidden by the fact that the theory’s laws may
be expressed in a four-covariant manner. Yet the four-covariance, in particular the
refoliation and reparameterisation invariance leads to problems during attempted
quantisation. One such problem follows from the vanishing of the Hamiltonian
constraint, a direct consequence of the time-reparameterisation invariance. This
may be overcome by making an informed guess what the underlying privileged
time parameter may be and performing a Hamiltonian reduction in order to arrive
at a physically meaningful, non-vanishing Hamiltonian density. Different choices
of time will lead to phenomenologically identical classical theories. However,
since time is treated differently from the other physical variables during quan-
tisation, different quantum theories with possibly different phenomenology may
result. It may therefore be possible, at least in principle in some cases, to discern
between theories with different time parameters empirically.
York time is a viable candidate for a physically privileged time because of its
special role in the initial-value problem as well as other reasons. Here we solved
the Hamiltonian constraint for the York-time associated physical Hamiltonian in
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the context of cosmological perturbation theory up to second order, leading to
linear equations of motion. However, since the Poisson brackets of the reduced
degrees of freedom are not canonical (in particular, the momentum-momentum
bracket does not vanish), the quantum theory does not have a momentum repre-
sentation. Hence, if York time is indeed a physically privileged time, the ‘position’
basis (the basis given by the set of possible three-metric-field configurations on
space) is physically more fundamental, opening up a variety of conceptual ques-
tions for quantum theory, which we will not discuss here. The physically priv-
ileged position basis is however consistent with the approach of the de Broglie-
Bohm formulation of quantum theory, which we employed here as a mathematical
tool allowing us to quantise the cosmological background as well as the perturba-
tive degrees of freedom.
The position-space representation of the momentum operators differs from its
conventional form due to the modified Poisson (and hence commutator) brackets.
The momenta are not Hermitian, which implies that they are not quantum ‘observ-
ables’. This however is not a problem for the physical viability of the quantum
theory. As pointed out by Feynman and Hibbs in the context of the path-integral
formulation [43, ch. 5] and as often emphasised by Bell in other contexts [44],
all actual physical measurements are ultimate measurements of position, such as
position after some time interval in time-of-flight measurements or the position of
pointers in our equipment. If we consider it essential that the Hamiltonian be Her-
mitian2then the non-hermiticity of the momenta implies that momentum measure-
ments cannot be described by a conventional von-Neumann measurement Hamil-
tonian, but this does not preclude the existence of other, Hermitian interaction
Hamiltonians allowing us experimental access to the momentum-like quantities.
This paper has been concerned with formulating the classical and quantum
perturbation theory. The next step must now be a closer analysis of the dynamics,
in particular at the quantum level, in order to make connection to the predictions of
conventional cosmological perturbation theory and empirical data where possible.
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2Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian ensures, of course, a variety of properties such as a well-
defined probability current. However, a modification of the choice of inner product can still lead
to a well-defined notion of probability even for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. An example of this
is the theory of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians, where the inner product is defined dynamically and
depends on the Hamiltonian [45].
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A Expansion of relevant terms
Prior to application of the York gauge (that is, if York time is only implemented
at the background level and one retains the full gauge freedom of standard pertur-
bation theory), expressions 15-18 are
[‘R’] = − 1
2κ
(
˜¯R + δ˜R
(1)
+ η(1) ˜¯R + δ˜R
(2)
+ η(1)δ˜R
(1)
+ η(2) ˜¯R
)
(46)
[‘∇φ’] = 1
2
γijδφA,iδφA,j (47)
[‘pφ’] =
1
2
(
p¯2φA − η(1)p¯2φA + 2p¯φAδpφA
+
(− η(2) + (η(1))2)p¯2φA − 2η(1)p¯φAδpφA + δpφA2)
(48)
[‘V ’] = V (φ¯) + η(1)V (φ¯) + δφA
∂V
∂φA
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
+ η(2)V (φ¯) + η(1)δφA
∂V
∂φA
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
+
1
2
δφAδφB
∂2V
∂φA∂φB
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
,
(49)
where
η(1) = 1
2
habγ
ab (50)
η(2) = 1
8
(habγ
ab)2 − 1
4
hachbdγ
abγcd (51)
are the first and second order fractional perturbation in the metric. In the York
gauge these are set to zero. Note that eqs. 48 and 49 contain mixed terms, which
would lead to a coupling between matter and geometric perturbation in the lin-
earised equations of motion. However, in the York gauge the perturbation is set to
zero, eliminating exactly those terms.
The expressions for the perturbative expansion of R˜ are
˜¯R = g¯
1
3 R¯ = g¯
1
3 g¯ijR¯ij = γ
ijRij, (52)
δ˜R
(1)
= g¯
1
3 δR(1) = g¯
1
3 δ(gijRij)
(1) = γijδR
(1)
ij + (−γikhklγlj)R¯ij, (53)
δ˜R
(2)
= g¯
1
3 δR(2) = g¯
1
3 δ(gijRij)
(2)
= γijδR
(2)
ij + (−γikhklγlj)δR(1)ij + (−γikhklγlmhmnγnj)R¯ij. (54)
with
δR
(1)
ij = ∂kδΓ
(1)k
ij − ∂iδΓ(1)kjk (55)
δR
(2)
ij = ∂kδΓ
(2)k
ij − ∂iδΓ(2)kjk + δΓ(1)kij δΓ(1)lkl − δΓ(1)kil δΓ(1)ljk , (56)
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where
δΓ(1)qrs =
1
2
γqt(htr,s + hts,r − hrs,t) (57)
δΓ(2)qrs = −γquhuvδΓ(1)vrs (58)
denote the perturbation in the Levi-Civita connection.
B Perturbative approach to solving the Hamiltonian
constraint to second order
Writing x ≡ H 13 , eq. 14, after multiplication byH = x3, has the form
0 = ax6 + bx4 + cx3 + d, (59)
where, separating different orders visually,
a =− 3
8
· 2κT 2 + V (φ¯) + δφA
∂V
∂φA
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
+ 1
2
δφAδφB
∂2V
∂φA∂φB
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
(60)
b = − 1
2κ
δ˜R
(1) − 1
2κ
δ˜R
(2)
+ 1
2
γabδφA,aδφA,b (61)
c = 2κThabν
ab (62)
d =1
2
p¯2φA + p¯φAδpφA + δpφA
2 + 2κγacγbdν
abνcd. (63)
Here we assumed a spatially flat background, so that ˜¯R = 0. As in the text we let
a(0) denote the zeroth order term of a and so on. Similarly, we expand the sought
function order by order, x = x(0) + x(1) + x(2).
One first solves the zeroth-order equation,
0 = a(0)x(0)6 + d(0), (64)
so that
x(0)6 = −d
(0)
a(0)
=
1
2
p¯2φ
3
8
· 2κT 2 − V (φ¯) , (65)
consistent with the result in [23]. The first order equation is trivial since a(1), b(1)
and d(1) vanish when the background equations are satisfied, hence x(1) = 0. Then
the second-order equation is
0 = a(2)x(0)6 + 6a(0)x(0)5x(2) + b(2)x(0)4 + c(2)x(0)3 + d(2), (66)
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an equation linear in x(2), giving after substitution of the coefficients and the back-
ground solution 65,
x(2) =
[
1
2
δφAδφB
∂2V
∂φA∂φB
∣∣∣∣
φ¯
x60 −
(
1
2κ
δ˜R
(2)
+
1
2
γijδφA,iδφA,j
)
x40
+ 2κThijν
ijx30 + δpφA
2 + 2κγikγjlν
ijνkl
][ (
3
8
2κT 2 − V (φ¯))x50]−1.
(67)
The Hamiltonian density at second order is then
H = (x(0) + x(2))3 = x(0)3 + 3x(0)2x(2). (68)
C Terms relating to perturbation of the curvature
Derivation of the classical equations of motion involves the term
{νab(y),
∫
d3x δ˜R
(2)
(x)} =
∫
d3x {νab(y), δ˜R(x)}
=
∫
d3x {νab(y), hcd(x)}
∂δ˜R
(2)
∂hcd
. (69)
For the flat background assumed in the text and expressed in frame with Cartesian
coordinates, one has
δ˜R
(2)
= γijδRij + (−γikhklγlj)δR(1)ij
= γij
(
∂kδΓ
(2)k
ij − ∂iδΓ(2)kjk + δΓ(1)kij δΓ(1)lkl − δΓ(1)kil δΓ(1)ljk
)
− γikhklγlj
(
∂kδΓ
(1)k
ij − ∂iδΓ(1)kjk
)
. (70)
Since δ˜R
(2)
is first order, the Poisson bracket only contributes at zeroth order
and is therefore spatially constant and may be taken outside the integral. The
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remaining term is then, abbreviating δ(3) ≡ δ(3)(x− y),∫
d3x δ(3)
∂δ˜R
(2)
∂hcd
(y)
=
∫
d3y
[
τ
(1)k.cd
ij.k [δ
(3)]γij − τ onek.cdjk.i [δ(3)]γij + σ(0)k.cdij [δ(3)δΓ(1)lkl ]
+ σ
(0)l.cd
kl [δ
(3)δΓ
(1)k
ij ]− σ(0)k.cdil [δ(3)δΓ(1)ljk ]γij
− σ(0)l.cdjk [δ(3)δΓ(1)kil ]γij − γimδcdmnγnj(∂kδΓ(1)kij − ∂iδΓ(1)kjk )
− τ (0)k.cdij.k [δ(3)hij] + τ (0)k.cdjk.i [δ(3)hij]
]
(71)
with
σ(0)q.abrs [f ] = −12γqt(δabtr ∂s + δabts ∂r − δabrs∂t)f (72)
σ(1)q.abrs [f ] = −γq(aδΓ(1)v)rs · f + 12γvtγqu(δabtr ∂s + δabts ∂r − δabrs∂t)(huvf) (73)
τ
(0)q.ab
rs.i [f ] =
1
2
γqt(δabtr ∂i∂s + δ
ab
ts ∂i∂r − δabrs∂i∂t)f (74)
τ
(1)q.ab
rs.i [f ] = δ
ab
uvγ
qu∂i(δΓ
(1)v
rs f)− 12δabuvγquγvt(htr,si + hts,ri − hrs,ti) · f
+ 1
2
γquγvt(δabtr ∂i∂s + δ
ab
ts ∂i∂r − δabrs∂i∂t)(huvf), (75)
defined as ∫
d3x σ(0)q.abrs [f ] =
∫
d3x
∂Γ(1)qrs
∂hab
f (76)∫
d3x σ(1)q.abrs [f ] =
∫
d3x
∂Γ(2)qrs
∂hab
f (77)∫
d3x τ
(0)q.ab
rs.i [f ] =
∫
d3x
∂
∂hab
[
∂iΓ
(1)q
rs
]
f (78)∫
d3x τ (1)q.abrs [f ] =
∫
d3x
∂
∂hab
[
∂iΓ
(2)q
rs
]
f, (79)
where f is any appropriate functions of the spatial coordinates. The mismatch
of notational superscripts (n) was chosen in order to remain consistent with their
role of identifying the order of perturbation, which is reduced by one as a result
of the differentiation with respect to hab.
Expression 71 contains a number of total derivatives as well as a significant
degree of symmetry and evaluates to the simpler expression∫
d3x δ(3)
∂δ˜R
(2)
∂hcd
(y) = −2δ(cd)(kt)γijhit,jk (80)
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after all boundary terms have been dropped, which follows from assuming appro-
priate boundary conditions, and the constraint γijhij(x) = 0 has been used.
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